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HUMANORIUM
A LITTLE HISTORY

@2
HUMANORIUM GREW OUT OF THE SHARED DREAM OF CURATORS VINCENT ROY AND ÈVE CADIEUX TO
CREATE AN OFFBEAT CARNIVAL: A MULTI-YEAR TOURING EXTRAVAGANZA WHERE CONTEMPORARY
ARTISTS REINTERPRET THE RICH TRADITION OF 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY CARNIVALS AND COUNTRY
FAIRS, EFFERVESCENT GATHERINGS THAT BROUGHT TOGETHER THE LATEST TECHNOLOGICAL AND
OPTICAL WONDERS AND ADVANCES IN THE ARTS AND SCIENCES IN A FESTIVE BLEND OF “FACT” AND
FICTION. AN OUTDOOR GATHERING LIKE NO OTHER, HUMANORIUM REVEALS THE FULL BREADTH OF
HUMANITY IN ALL ITS BEAUTY AND FALLIBILITY.

CURATORS

VINCENT ROY AND ÈVE CADIEUX
Vincent Roy is General and Artistic Manager of
EXMURO arts publics. He has designed and
directed more than twenty-five innovative projects
that bring public art to new audiences. In 2014, he
was awarded the Prix François-Samson cultural
development award by the Conseil de la culture
(Québec and Chaudière-Appalaches regions).
exmuro.com
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AT T R AC T I O N S

HUMANORIUM.COM

GRAND OPENING! THURSDAY, JULY 11 AT 5 PM

JULY 12-16, 2019
FROM 3 PM TO 10 PM
AT L’Î L OT FL E URI E - 8 3 5 , BOUL E VA RD C H A RE S T E S T, QUÉ B E C
This is one of the 200 exceptional projects funded through the Canada Council for the Arts’ New Chapter program.
With this $35M investment, the Council supports the creation and sharing of the arts in communities across Canada.

THE ARTISTS

THE ARTISTS

E RU O M A AWAS HIS H (ROBERVAL)
E T NICO L AS L É VE SQ U E (SAGUENAY)

M AR C SÉGU IN

(MONTRÉAL)

L E S TA N D D E T I R

LA MACHINE À VUE

Think your aim is true? Step right up and try your luck hitting
the target. Enjoy the thrill of a taking shot at the artist’s selfportrait. Grab a slingshot, cast the first stone and hit the work
straight in the heart! Narcissism and self-mockery guaranteed.

K A M A S I N A C T E PA R I K

A modern-day Mutoscope beckons with the intriguing story
of woman, powerfully evoking the beauty of intercultural
mixing and the pain, perseverance, and search for collective
identity it entails. Watch closely and you just may see yourself
reflected!

Through his work as a painter, printmaker, writer, and filmmaker, Marc Séguin is one of the foremost voices of his
generation. With hard-hitting, singular work he gleefully casts
a critical eye on contemporary society while revealing its
underlying humanity. His most recent film work, La ferme et
son État, is a sociological documentary and searing denunciation of the absurdities of our food system.

Eruoma Awashish works in multiple mediums to explore her
hybrid identity as an Atikamekw and Québécoise artist. Her
work creates spaces for dialogue where symbolic universes
intermingle and collide to evoke duality and balance, wounds
and healing. Nicolas Lévesque is a photographer, filmmaker,
and co-founder of the photographer’s collective KAHEM.
His film work includes productions with Télé-Québec and the
National Film Board, and his documentary In Guns We Trust
won an award for independent journalism in 2013.

marcseguin.com

The video Mon chemin de croix — Nitcipaiatiko Meskanam
was produced by La Fabrique culturelle.

BGL

T HÉÂT RE RU DE I N GÉNI ER IE

(QUÉBEC)

LE CARROUSEL

Z O L TA R ,
L E C A D AV R E E X Q U I S

Wild ride, thrills guaranteed! You’ve never experienced a
merry-go-round like the one that awaits when you take a seat
in a shopping cart, protected by multiple security fences—
making you, intrepid passenger, a lovely piece of merchandise.
For over twenty years, the trio BGL—Jasmin Bilodeau,
Sébastien Giguère, and Nicolas Laverdière, has been shaking
up the art world with unconventional, crowd-pleasing installations and performances presented in leading Canadian
museums and international events. In 2015 BGL represented
Canada at the 56th Venice Biennale.
bravobgl.ca

(QUÉBEC)

ZOLTAR

Turn the machine on; it is trying to tell you something! This is
a mysterious Zoltar of chance, made of a ludic abacus that
talks to you, with a reinvented and astonishing syntax, worthy
of a delirious seer.
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Théâtre Rude Ingénierie is a multidisciplinary creation company
– here comprised of Bruno Bouchard, Pascal Robitaille and
Philippe Lessard Drolet – that works with the interrelation
between the sound, the image, the object, the engineering
and the living, exploiting the potential of unexpected meetings.
Théâtre Rude Ingénierie has notably created Notre Coney
Island, made of a large model on which sound sculptures are
activated.
rudeingenierie.com
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D G IN O CA NTIN

THE ARTISTS

(QUÉBEC)

SIRENOMENA
Rare specimen in the window! A truly sublime beauty! Brace
yourself for an unsettling encounter with a one-of-a-kind creature, an animal woman or a madonna with patchwork skin and
a glimmering body—that’s if she decides to appear in the void
left by your reflection.
By bringing together a wide range of forms and materials,
sculptor Dgino Cantin creates universes—poetic, unusual
spaces that interrogate how we apprehend our surroundings.
In an artistic career spanning 15 years, Dgino Cantin has
shown widely in Quebec and France. In 2016 he presented
the magnificent Changement de statut exhibition at L’Œil de
Poisson artist-run centre in Québec City.
dginocantin.com

LE COLLEC TI F D’AR T IST ES
VI R TU ELS F IN LAR M OI EMEN T

(QUÉBEC)

LE DISEUR
Enter quietly, and then be yourself, your true self... There is
something, no, someone waiting for you. It’s Arthy LeRobot,
a friendly-seeming robot who doesn’t for a second doubt its
superiority to human beings. Arthy will ask you questions, then
assign you a mission! Anything but shy, Le Diseur (the teller)
is waiting for you in the parlour.
f inlarmoiement is an artists’ collective that periodically disappears, only to be reborn. Participating artists have accepted
the “virtuality” of their presence, which can be seen as the
“the strictly potential state of their reality as beings.” In 2015,
Arthy LeRobot grasped control of the collective, and has
led it ever since. Among notable public appearances are
performances such as Arthy reçoit (Arthy has guests over)
and Arthy explique : vous ne serez jamais un artiste génial
(Arthy explains why you’ll never be a great artist), presented
at Mois Multi 2014.
finlarmoiement.com

É RICK D ’ O RIO N

(MONTRÉAL)

J OAN F ON TC U BER TA

(BARCELONE)

LE PETIT ACOUSMONIUM

LE FREAK SHOW

Step inside this pretty, tiny carnival shack and prepare to be
immersed in an awe-inspiring, seemingly boundless sonic
universe. Your auditory and physical imagination is in for an
unforgettable barrage of weird and wonderful carnival sounds
as you lose yourself in a maelstrom of laughs and screams.

Have no fear! Step up and take your place in a crowd of
strangers on a bevy of screens, brave souls unafraid to delve
deep into the world of body modification and fearlessly join
the massive freak show the internet sometimes becomes.
Self-created monsters, perhaps; new global identity, certainly.

Érick d’Orion’s constantly evolving art practice sheds fresh
light on a range of fundamental human and artistic concerns.
He works in audio art, new media, installation and improvised
music, and is a self-taught composer and curator of sound
art events. Éric d’Orion has shown widely in Quebec and
internationally.

In his forty-year-career, Catalan multidisciplinary artist and
eminent curator Joan Fontcuberta has explored the conflicting
relationships between nature, technology, and truth. His prodigious output has been shown in leading institutions, including
solo exhibitions at New York’s MOMA, the Chicago Art Institute, and Maison européenne de la photographie in Paris.

erickdorion.com

fontcuberta.com
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LO U IS F O RTIE R

THE ARTISTS

(MONTRÉAL)

LA CHAMBRE DES
CURIOSITÉS 2
Most artworks dutifully await our contemplation. Then there
are those that stare right back at us. Such an experience
awaits in this room, where every astonished gaze is directed
squarely at you, sole spectator surrounded by a sea of
humanity, a group portrait of a society of individuals striving
to assert their position.

JACK BU R MA N

(TORONTO)

LE MUSÉE DE LA MORT
Brace yourself—this museum of death is no walk in the park!
Think you know all about haunted houses? Prepare to be
shocked by post mortem photographs that are brimming with
life and showcase the sensuality of the human body, walking
the thin line between life and death.

Sculptor Louis Fortier works with a cast of his own head to
pose a series of questions about identity and the passage of
time. His work has been shown in multiple group and solo
exhibitions, including Art Amsterdam (2011) and Installations
– On a Large Scale at Quebec City’s Musée national des
beaux-arts du Québec (MNBAQ) in 2016.

With a sensitive eye and a profound sense of respect, Jack
Burman painstakingly photographs human remains and documents their preservation. His ongoing series The Dead, thirty
years in the making, puts forward a compelling concrete
vision of human death. Through books and major exhibits, his
photographs have made waves in Canada and internationally.
In 2011, he was part of the Montreal Mois de la photo (now
Momenta).

sites.google.com/site/loufortier

jackburman.ca

D O M INIC G AG N O N

DGI NO CAN TI N

(MONTRÉAL)

C I N É M A L’ E S P O I R
In an unconventional screening room, viewers are invited —
and confined—to watch a disturbing non-fiction film. Clearly,
in our brave new technological world, just as in the era of the
Lumière Brothers, human beings struggle with the very same
chimeras, narcissism, yearning to emotionally connect and
astonish, and fear of the end of the world.
Dominic Gagnon is an award-winning film director and installation artist whose work breaks down traditional framing
systems. His finely honed collages of publicly available video
expose deep truths about human life and myth. Dominic
Gagnon does not necessarily share the points of view given
air time in his work; nor is his aim to mock his subjects: what
emerges in his work is rather a profound sensitivity to the
caprices and hopes of humankind.

(QUÉBEC)

LA CHAMBRE DES
CURIOSITÉS 1
Rare specimen in the window! A truly sublime beauty! Brace
yourself for an unsettling encounter with a one-of-a-kind creature, an animal woman or a madonna with patchwork skin and
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left by your reflection.
By bringing together a wide range of forms and materials,
sculptor Dgino Cantin creates universes—poetic, unusual
spaces that interrogate how we apprehend our surroundings.
In an artistic career spanning 15 years, Dgino Cantin has
shown widely in Quebec and France. In 2016 he presented
the magnificent Changement de statut exhibition at L’Œil de
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